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                        Total Customization


Online Aviation Training Using E-learning

Many aviation eLearning companies say they will customize content for you, but when you get into the details you quickly find out it is either too expensive or too limited. We include, at no additional cost, Total Customization with our FAST+ and Air Carrier packages.

 
			            Read More
			        

        

        

        
        
                        Superior Content


Our superior eLearning content is the result of our Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) and frequent updates. Our SMEs are active business aviation pilots, mechanics, and flight/cabin attendants. We are also certified by the International Business Aviation Council as an International Program Support Affiliate (PSA) for Subject Matter Training.
			            Read More
			        

        

        

        
        
                        Comprehensive Catalog


With over 120 eLearning modules, we have the content to meet your training needs. We have eLearning modules for all job roles in your flight department including pilots, flight/cabin attendants, mechanics/engineers, scheduler/dispatchers, line service technicians, and office staff.
			            Read More
			        

        

        

        
        
                        Easy to Manage


Put your training program on autopilot with Advanced Aircrew Academy. Our eLearning program is easy to manage. With our FAST+ and Air Carrier packages, you have access to a robust reporting and record keeping system designed specifically for aviation.
			            Read More
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                    Advanced Aircrew Academy has allowed ASI Charter, Inc pilots access to the highest quality curriculum that the industry has to offer and ensures standardization across our pilot cadre. This is noticeable immediately after completion of basic indoc where the burden of inadequate knowledge is never a question.
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                    Bobby Dahlquist

                    Director of Operations - Peak Medevac
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Having been a subscriber of Advanced Aircrew Academy's eLearning modules for a number of years, we found their product innovative, practical and easy to use. Modules are up-to-date with latest aviation trends which has made a significant contribution to our training. We found their Support Team helpful and knowledgeable to our training requirements.
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                    Ian Morgan

                    Chief Pilot - Asia Corporate Jet
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    The courses are relevant, comprehensive, and accurate.  Advanced Aircrew Academy is an essential element in maintaining our Stage 3 IS-BAO certification, and their support is unmatched in the world of professional pilot training.
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                    Rick Miller

                    Chief Pilot - Airplanes - Merck
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    After evaluating several online training providers, Advanced Aircrew Academy was clearly the best choice. Their team of subject matter experts consistently deliver excellent content that's both relevant and specific to our operation. In addition, Advanced Aircrew Academy has become a trusted resource concerning our need for Part 135 training compliance. ACA is training made for aviation professionals - made by aviation professionals.
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                    Anonymous

                    Chief Pilot of a Northeast Flight Department - Anonymous
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Advanced Aircrew Academy has been not only essential to The Scotts Company in reaching our IS-BAO certification goals, but also has surpassed our training expectations. We couldn’t be happier with the training format and the information contained within each course; the training curriculum and videos are varied and kept interesting from year-to-year.
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                    Bryan Berkbigler

                    Safety Officer - The Scotts Miracle-Gro Company
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    The approximate one-hour per month online courses give everyone a good refresher on many subjects that directly affect safety of flight issues that we encounter every day. We have been very satisfied with the subject content, and the program in general.
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                    Philip Gebbie

                    Assistant Chief Pilot - PNC Bank
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    As a manager in the aviation industry, it is important to look for both quality and reliability in every product we buy. Advanced Aircrew Academy certainly provides both, and more.
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                    Bruce Dunton

                    Director of Aviation - Richardson Aviation
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Aircraft Management Group, inc has been successfully training our pilots using Advanced Aircrew Academy to the standard of our FAR 135 training program, the FAA and the TSA. Advanced Aircrew Academy does all the leg work in creating a customizable computer based training program for our company. This has allowed countless hours to be saved while our pilots receive effective, dynamic and comprehensive training at their own pace. Advanced Aircrew Academy is quick to respond with any request and has been an asset in our training program.
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                    Brad Garrett

                    Chief Pilot - AMG Jets
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Advanced Aircrew Academy is a great training partner. They provide flexibility to meet our flight department training needs for SMS and IS-BAO standards.
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                    Brad Snell

                    Senior Director of Aviation and Travel - The Schwan Food Company
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    In 2016, Midwest Aviation was looking to update our online training provider to someone who could provide the personalization and value we desired. We found it with Advanced Aircrew Academy. Their system allows for a fully customized training program that encompasses the entire flight department including pilots, mechanics, dispatchers, and admins.
One of the most beneficial results of using Advanced Aircrew Academy is our ability to insert content into the training module which best fits our company specific SOPs and aircraft operations.
Advanced Aircrew Academy employees are always there to provide a friendly answer to our many IS-BAO, billing, and module content questions.
Great product!
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                    Cole Henderson

                    Pilot and Assistant Training Manager - Midwest Aviation
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Advanced Aircrew Academy's suite of training programs, willingness to help us meet our goals, their customization of modules, and ease of program use solidified our decision to use them.
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                    David Thatcher

                    Director of Aviation - Glazer's Flight Operations
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    We have been using Aircrew Academy for a few years now and I am very impressed. We have been able to tailor the courses to fit our operational needs. Any time I need to add or change anything, I get an immediate response. Well done!!!
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                    Reed Olson

                    Chief Pilot - Clay Lacy Aviation
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    The training is easy to access and reliable. It makes it easy to comply with IS-BAO.
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                    Jimmy Taunton

                    Training Manager - B&C Aviation
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Advanced Aircrew Academy’s modules provide a great reminder of some of the hazards that we face every day, but we can become numb to. It is a relief to have Advanced Aircrew Academy’s assistance as it has taken a load off of my shoulders.
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                    Jeff Smith

                    Chief Pilot - Oshkosh Corporation
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Advanced Aircrew Academy has been an instrumental training resource for our company. The material they provide via their website is comprehensive. The team provides a high level of customer service, is knowledgeable about industry changes and always willing to help answer any questions we may have. We have been very happy with them over the past five years and would recommend them to other 135 operators.
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                    Jessica Noblit

                    Training and Compliance Coordinator - Flightworks
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Advanced Aircrew Academy has allowed ASI Charter, Inc pilots access to the highest quality curriculum that the industry has to offer and ensures standardization across our pilot cadre. This is noticeable immediately after completion of basic indoc where the burden of inadequate knowledge is never a question.
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                    Bobby Dahlquist

                    Director of Operations - ASI Charter
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Aircrew Academy has consistently demonstrated a high level of service, responsive to tailoring the online course to our operational setting. The quality and presentation of the material is outstanding, highly beneficial, and a big time saver for meeting training requirements for any size flight department.
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                    Lance Brower

                    Chief Pilot - Meijer
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    The presentation format is so much more organized and easy to follow than other online training we have used. Since the training is customized with information straight from our company manuals and OpSpecs, our crews are getting information that is relevant and specific to our operation. It is very evident that the courses were assembled by true subject matter experts who have a great deal of real world experience.
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                    Andrew Maroney

                    Director of Operations - OzAir Charter Service
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Advanced Aircrew Academy’s operator-specific training was tailored to our procedures and training program requirements. The training material is regularly updated and relevant to our operation.
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                    Tim Lomakin

                    Chief Pilot - Regency Air, LLC
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    With an ever-changing aviation landscape, we have found Advanced Aircrew Academy to be an invaluable service. Online modules are effective, concise, and easy to tailor to our specific needs. Auto email reminders keep us on our training goals and schedule when Flight Ops are demanding. Tracking and documenting is a breeze. It is an especially useful tool to keep us abreast and adapt to IS-BAO requirements. Advanced Aircrew Academy on our team is like having our own personal Training Department.
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                    Mark Couch

                    Director of Aviation - Endeavor Aviation
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    As always, you are quick in your response, thorough in your research, and as professional as one could ever ask for.
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                    Greg Wagner

                    General Manager - Aircraft - United States Steel
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    We pride ourselves in providing high-value training. Advanced Aircrew Academy has proved to be a valued partner in this regard, one that is willing to be as vigilant as we are in maintaining accurate and high quality training materials.
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                    Kellee Valentine

                    VP, Flight Operations - ACI Jet
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    The courses are professionally developed and relevant to current industry standards. They take pride in keeping the material fresh and interesting. I’ve used other online training programs and this is, by far, the best.
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                    Douglas Duggan

                    Chief Pilot - Southwestern Energy Company
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Advanced Aircrew Academy's ability to customize training to align with our GOM, GMM, and Flight Coordination Manual has provided a unique and highly effective learning experience for Four Corners Aviation. The content quality and presentation are industry-leading, setting a high bar in eLearning for BizAv. They are an outstanding choice for anyone looking for best-in-class training for their flight department or Professional Development Programs to meet NBAA CAM certification requirements.
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                    Gil Lopez

                    Director, Flight Coordination and Safety - Four Corners Aviation
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Our pilots find the modules up-to-date and relevant. The interface is clean and simple and the page links to reference materials are useful.
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                    Roy Brenner

                     - Good Jet
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    While managing over 70 pilots in different locations and FAA Part 91, FAA Part 125, Bermuda, and SMS requirements, Advanced Aircrew Academy is the only source of training that can give us the quality of the classroom to our crews around the world.
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                    Tom Mason

                    Director of Flight Operations - Sands Aviation/Venetian Resorts - Sands Aviation
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    We have been using Advanced Aircrew Academy for on-line training to meet the recurrent requirements of our IS-BAO SMS program since we implemented it in 2009. We have been very pleased with the content and ease of completing the various on-line training modules. Advanced Aircrew Academy does well at spreading out the modules so that they are pertinent to the various seasons of operation. We have also used this service for some initial training events for new crew members, such as International Operations. These have also met our needs well and result in a much lower cost versus sending someone to an on-site training event.
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                    Keith Woods

                    Pilot - Fagen
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Advanced Aircrew Academy provides affordable, efficient, high quality eLearning courses that can be customized to meet our flight department’s training needs. The knowledgeable staff are readily available to answer training questions and provide excellent customer support.
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                    Christopher D. Bongiorni

                    Captain/Training Officer - Parker Hannifin Corporation
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    I highly recommend Advanced Aircrew Academy. We have had great results and feedback from our crews training with them.
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                    David E. Ball

                    Assistant Chief Pilot - Director of Standards - Exelon
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Desert Jet uses Advanced Aircrew Academy’s CBT (Computer Based Training) modules to complement the company’s internal pilot training program to meet the requirements of Basic Indoc, which include: TSA Security, Hazmat, Emergency Procedures, and SMS, along with several others.
 Desert Jet is committed to maintaining the highest level of safety in our operations. A key factor to achieving our commitment is ensuring our flight crews receive the highest quality in training. With the ability to customize their online program to meet our operational needs, choosing to work with Advanced Aircrew Academy has been beneficial to our organization.
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                     - Desert Jet
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    The courses are all very informative and cover the essentials of what you need to know. This has greatly improved the efficiency of our training, and our pilots appreciate the flexibility of being able to train online.
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                    Craig Rathjen

                    Chief Pilot - Duncan Aviation
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    As a crewmember, I am much more competent and prepared because of the Advanced Aircrew Academy training. As a department manager, I can rest assured that we are IS-BAO compliant.
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                    Douglas Kinsley

                    Director, Aviation - Liberty Global
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    We here at Gaming Jet Services have found the courses to be thorough and informative and especially relevant to our flight operations. The courses seem to be constantly updated to reflect current conditions. The training at Advanced Aircrew Academy is fulfilling a majority of our in-house training requirements for IS-BAO Stage III approval. Thank you!!
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                    Andy Miller

                    Pilot/Safety Officer - Gaming Jet Services
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Wanted to let you know how Coleman Jet pilots feel about the training modules that Advanced Aircrew Academy has developed. Every pilot hat has completed the modules have nothing but praise. I have even heard that “The modules were very interesting and I looked forward to the videos.” I have also heard that it is “Much better than other eLearning providers.”
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                    Gordon Ward

                    Director of Operations - Coleman Jet
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    ASG employees really enjoy the training that Advanced Aircrew Academy provides because it covers all necessary aspects to keep us a safe and reliable company, as well as providing current information about the aviation industry. We love the flexibility of performing training online quarterly, which keeps our pilots refreshed in all courses and requirements, in the correct amount of time, so no information is lost throughout the months.
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                    Megan Suchowski

                    Compliance Specialist - Aircraft Services Group
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Advanced Aircrew Academy has some of the best customer support we've experienced, and they are always a pleasure to work with.
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                    Tal Golan

                    Training Manager - Flight Management Corporation
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    We have been associated with Advanced Aircrew Academy for over two years now, and I wanted to take this opportunity to tell you how pleased we are with the product and service you provide. The positive affect your program has had on company efficiency and aircrew knowledge has far exceeded our expectations. The best part is that all combines to provide us with well trained, safe aircrew.
We look forward to a continuing positive relationship.
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                    Donald Terrill

                    Director of Operations - Prescott Support Company
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Advanced Aircrew Academy came highly recommended by a good friend and they couldn't have steered us better. The training is customized to our operation and allows us to train more efficiently and effectively than something that is off the shelf. Not to mention the content is fresh and delivered in a way that keeps you engaged. Any time we have changes or corrections that need to be made Jim Weaver and his team are very prompt to respond. I couldn’t be happier.
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                    Andrew Dustman

                    Chief Pilot - Synergy Flight Center
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Advanced Aircrew Academy provides one stop shopping to meet our IS-BAO training requirements. They make it easy and efficient.
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                    Jeff Miller

                    Chief Pilot - OFTC - Service Corporation International
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Advanced Aircrew Academy has been our training partner for many years because they share our team culture of service with relentless attention to detail, an inherent fixation on finding solutions, and a natural need to simply do things better than everyone else.
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                    Jay Arcemont

                    Senior Vice President of Operations - Sky Partners
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Keeping up-to-date on the latest aviation changes doesn't need to be so challenging. We solved that problem with Advanced Aircrew Academy.
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                    Les Delano

                    T-Mobile Training Captain - T-Mobile
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Advanced Aircrew Academy has exceeded expectations with not only the content of the program, but also with the speed, accuracy of custom made modules and content.
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                    Jesse Gallagher

                    President/Director of Operations - True Aviation Charter Services
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Partnering with Advanced Aircrew Academy has allowed us to provide the highest quality training to our pilots and staff while simultaneously streamlining our entire training department. The training content available is always impressive and up to date, the team at Advanced Aircrew is top notch, and administrative or content requests are dealt with almost immediately. The training and management portals are exactly what we needed to grow and maintain our training department efficiently.
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                    Jonathan Bar-or

                    Chief Pilot and Director of Training - CTP Aviation
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Every time we do something with you guys, it reaffirms that selecting Advanced Aircrew Academy as our online ground training provider was the right choice.
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                    Skip Munn

                     - JetRight
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Advanced Aircrew Academy has been a valuable tool for the Westfield/LFG Aviation Group. The customized courses, and the flexibility for crew to train while on the road, is essential for our operation. The course content not only meets, but exceeds, industry standards for ground training.
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                    Dale Wheeler

                    Director of Aviation - Westfield LFG
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    We needed a partner who understands the IS-BAO training requirements and builds engaging modules to meet those needs. Advanced Aircrew Academy meets all of our needs and is a valued training partner of Target flight Services.
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                    Richard Sedgwick

                    Sr. Director Flight Services - Target Corporation
                

                

                
				                
                
                
                    Advanced Aircrew Academy has provided our flight department the latitude to balance a busy flight schedule with the current demands of IS-BAO required training. Most importantly, the quality of our training has risen, while costs have gone down.
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                    Joe Schnieders

                    H-E-B Flight Operations - H-E-B
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				            	Advanced Aircrew Academy is TSOC Approved []

                Published: August, 30 2023
				
				            	Advanced Aircrew Academy and Aviation Safety Solutions Create Spreadsheet Tool for Tracking IS-BAO 20th Edition Changes []
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